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WHO WE ARE

An institute with the scale and scope to tackle major research questions.

We are one of the largest and highest-quality biomedical research 
institutes in Australia. With more than 120 internationally-renowned 
research teams, we work with national and international collaborators 
on global health priorities.

WHAT WE DO

Discover and innovate to enhance lives.

Our scientists are passionate about discovery research and committed 
to establishing a culture of excellence and collaboration to enable the 
most important research questions to be addressed.

With strong international networks and partnerships with researchers, 
health precincts and industry, together with access to unparalleled, 
world-leading research infrastructure, our discoveries accelerate the 
ability to prevent, diagnose and treat disease.
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Tackling the big questions 
in biomedical research is no 
longer the domain of individual 
scientific disciplines – it demands 
a cross-disciplinary approach.

OUR STR ATEG IC PR IOR IT IES

DISCOVER

Pursue excellence in discovery research within and across these 
six global health priority areas:

• Cancer

• Cardiovascular Disease

• Development and Stem Cells

• Infection and Immunity

• Metabolic Disease and Obesity

• Neuroscience

TRANSLATE

Translate and commercialise our research to impact on health outcomes.

COLLABORATE AND CONNECT

Collaborate globally to conduct outstanding research.

DEVELOP OUR PEOPLE

Attract and develop the science leaders of the future in a diverse 
and supportive environment.

ENGAGE

Engage with the wider community in all that we do, to inform, influence 
and advocate.
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FAST FACTS

700 +
PUBLICATIONS PER YEAR

200 +
INTERNATIONAL  
RESEARCH COLLABORATORS

TOP
 50

THE WORLD RANKING  
2015/16

$50m 
ANNUAL RESEARCH INCOME

120+  
RESEARCH GROUPS

Approximately 

270  
PhD STUDENTS

700  
RESEARCHERS

$14m  
INDUSTRY FUNDING
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DISCOVERY TO IMPACT:  
THE W IDER CONTE X T

A NEW FRAMEWORK FOR RESEARCH EXCELLENCE

We are part of Monash’s Faculty of Medicine, Nursing and 
Health Sciences ranked 35 in the world and Top 3 in Australia 
according to the 2015/16 Times Higher Education Ranking for 
Clinical, Pre-clinical and Health.

Our translational partners include the Monash Institute of 
Pharmaceutical Sciences, the Monash Institute of Medical 
Engineering, the Monash Health Translation Precinct, the Alfred 
Medical Research and Education Precinct, and Monash Partners 
Academic Health Science Centre.

The Monash Biomedicine Discovery Institute (BDI) is proud to 
host the Directorate of the European Molecular Biology Laboratory 
(EMBL) Australia. We also lead the ARC Centre of Excellence for 
Advanced Molecular Imaging and play a major role in the ARC 
Centre of Excellence for Integrative Brain Function. 
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WHY CHOOSE US?

THE SCOPE AND SCALE OF OUR RESEARCH

Research that finds solutions to complex global biomedical challenges 
requires scale. We bring together more than 700 of Australia’s most 
creative and innovative minds, with expertise spanning a range of 
biomedical and related research areas. 

AN INTERNATIONAL OUTLOOK

We are expanding our international footprint. Recently, more than 
20 research teams have joined us from countries including Germany, 
Canada, the US and Denmark.

WE BREAK DOWN BARRIERS

Our experts from different fields work together in collaborative multi- 
and cross-disciplinary teams. This approach ensures each scientific 
problem can be examined from a range of perspectives and each 
research program benefits from a diversity of expertise.

ESTABLISHED INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIPS

These valuable partnerships boost research excellence and deliver 
solutions to current industry challenges. We are committed to 
working with industry, business, government, and the community 
sector to find innovative solutions to today’s global health problems.

OPEN ACCESS TO UNPARALLELED, WORLD-LEADING  
RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURE

Monash University has invested significantly in high-quality research 
infrastructure and expertise to establish our platforms. The platform 
network brings together leading researchers from different fields to 
engage with local, national, and global, academic and commercial 
research sectors. Coupled with certification from the International 
Organization for Standardization (ISO), these platforms are a game-
changer for academic and industry collaboration.

ACCESS TO EXPANDING TRANSLATIONAL  
PRECINCTS AND HEALTH NETWORKS

These networks accelerate the translation of our discoveries into 
health outcomes and enable clinical imperatives to inform our 
innovative research agenda. Our work begins in the laboratory with 
fundamental discovery research and ends with impactful treatments.

JOIN US

Donors are essential partners in our research programs. Our donors 
support us in different ways including direct funding of scholarships 
and fellowships, research grants and equipment. Our partners can 
also participate in other engagement opportunities at the Monash 
BDI including as industry mentors and health consumers.

Please contact us to discuss how we can tailor a partnership 
to meet your needs.
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MONASH BDI PROGRAMS

Cancer 

bdi-cancer@monash.edu

Cardiovascular Disease

bdi-cvd@monash.edu

Development and Stem Cells

bdi-dev-stemcells@monash.edu

Infection and Immunity

bdi-infection-immunity@monash.edu

Metabolic Disease and Obesity

bdi-metabolism@monash.edu

Neuroscience

bdi-neuroscience@monash.edu
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CONTACT US

Whether you want to research, invest, 
study or partner with us, we’d be delighted 
to hear from you.

Telephone: +61 3 9902 9400

Email: bdi-enquiries@monash.edu

Monash Biomedicine Discovery Institute
23 Innovation Walk
Monash University
Clayton, Victoria, 3800

monash.edu/discovery-institute

Monash has joined the Science in Australia 
Gender Equity pilot of the Athena SWAN program.
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